
Real Estate Software Market Market Size is
USD 30.45 billion by 2031 Rising Demand for
Data Analytics

Real estate software solutions equipped

with advanced analytics capabilities

enable users to analyze market trends,

evaluate property performance.

AUSTIN, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, April

17, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The real

estate software market is experiencing

a surge, with a projected value of at

USD 11.53 Billion in 2023, and is

expected to reach USD 30.45 billion by

2031 according to the SNS Insider

report. This remarkable growth, estimated at a CAGR of 12.9% from 2024 to 2031, is driven by

the increasing adoption of innovative technologies within the real estate industry.

Growing Demand Across Real Estate Sectors

The market encompasses a wide range of software solutions catering to diverse needs within the

real estate sector. Customer relationship management (CRM) software holds the dominant

position due to its ability to streamline realtor tasks, manage tenant transitions, nurture leads,

and expedite property sales. Additionally, the integration of smart technologies and enterprise

project management applications is anticipated to further propel the CRM segment's growth.

Cloud deployment reigns supreme in the market, empowering real estate companies with faster

and more efficient data access, ultimately enhancing workflow productivity. The cloud model's

robust security protocols and efficient management of large datasets further solidify its

dominance. The burgeoning global construction industry is expected to act as a catalyst for

cloud adoption, as companies leverage data-driven strategies to streamline operations and

optimize efficiency.

Recent Developments Reshaping the Landscape

In June 2022: The real estate software landscape is constantly evolving, with key acquisitions

and collaborations driving innovation. CoStar Group joined forces with The Real Estate Board of

New York (REBNY) to launch Citysnap, a groundbreaking consumer-facing search platform for

REBNY's Residential Listing Service. This initiative reflects the industry's commitment to
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enhancing accessibility and transparency for potential buyers.

In January 2022: Planon, a US-based provider of real estate and facility management software,

acquired COOR GmbH. This strategic move strengthens Planon's ability to develop advanced

software solutions that empower clients with superior capabilities for planning, managing, and

forecasting both expenditures and revenue streams.

Get a Sample of Real Estate Software Market Report @ https://www.snsinsider.com/sample-

request/3316 

Major The Key Players of Real Estate Software Market

Accruent, Altus Group Ltd., Autodesk Inc., CoStar Realty Information Inc., Microsoft Corporation,

MRI Software LLC, Oracle Corporation, RealPage Inc., SAP SE, SMR Group, Trimble Inc., Yardi

Systems Inc

Segmentation Analysis

By Type:

Customer Relationship Management (CRM): CRM software reigns supreme due to its ability to

streamline realtor tasks, manage tenant transitions, nurture leads, and expedite property sales.

Additionally, the integration of smart technologies and enterprise project management

applications is anticipated to further propel the CRM segment's growth.

By Deployment:

Cloud: Cloud deployment reigns supreme in the market, empowering real estate companies with

faster and more efficient data access, ultimately enhancing workflow productivity. The cloud

model's robust security protocols and efficient management of large datasets further solidify its

dominance.

Do you have any specific queries or need customization research on Real Estate Software

Market, Enquire Now@ https://www.snsinsider.com/enquiry/3316 

Key Market Segments

By Type

Contract Software

Customer Relationship Management Software

By Application

Commercial

Residential

By Deployment

Cloud

On-premise

By End-Use
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Architects

Engineers

Project Managers

Real Estate Agents

Impact of Global Turmoil

The ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine has cast a shadow on the real estate software

market, with some companies experiencing a decline in growth and revenue. The anticipated

10% contraction of the Russian economy in 2023 poses a significant challenge, particularly for

Indian companies that relied on Russian clientele. Western sanctions have disrupted business

operations, while supply chain disruptions have hindered software production. Additionally, the

heightened threat of cyberattacks has complicated market operations.

Economic Downturn and its Repercussions

The specter of a global recession casts a shadow on the real estate software market. The decline

in housing demand directly impacts real estate software companies, as these solutions are

primarily utilized by real estate agents and brokers for marketing and selling properties. Lower

housing demand translates into a diminished need for real estate software. Furthermore, rising

unemployment rates during recessions pose another challenge. Individuals with job insecurity

are less likely to invest in properties, further dampening the demand for real estate software.

PropTiger, a real estate portal, exemplifies this trend, having experienced a 10% revenue

decrease since the recession began. Similarly, Magic Bricks, another real estate website,

witnessed a 5% decline in revenue. The recession has also impacted HDFC Housing Finance, a

mortgage lender, whose stock price has fallen by 15% due to an increase in mortgage defaults.

Key Regional Developments Shaping the Market

North America is currently the leading market for real estate software, driven by the early

adoption of advanced technologies and a well-established real estate sector. 

The Asia Pacific region is anticipated to exhibit the fastest growth rate over the forecast period

due to rapid urbanization and a burgeoning real estate market in countries like China and India.

Growing government investments in infrastructure development are expected to propel the

adoption of real estate software solutions in this region.

Buy Now Enterprise-User PDF of Real Estate Software Market report 2023-2030@

https://www.snsinsider.com/checkout/3316 

Effective Key Takeaways for the Real Estate Software Market

The integration of advanced technologies like artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML),

and virtual reality (VR) is transforming the real estate software market. These technologies

automate tasks, enhance data-driven decision-making, and improve user experience within the

real estate sector.

Cloud deployment models are rapidly gaining traction due to their scalability, security, and cost-

effectiveness. However, concerns regarding data privacy and security require robust measures
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from software providers to ensure client information remains protected.

Real estate software empowers businesses to streamline operations, improve workflow

efficiency, and enhance communication across departments. This translates to increased

productivity and improved customer service for real estate firms.

The real estate software market is dynamic, with continuous advancements and strategic

collaborations shaping the industry. This presents exciting opportunities for innovative

companies to develop next-generation solutions that cater to the evolving needs of the real

estate sector.

About Us

SNS Insider stands out as a distinguished market research and insights firm, boasting numerous

accolades and a sterling reputation for excellence in service and strategy. Serving as your

strategic ally, we specialize in reshaping challenges and uncovering solutions to even the most

complex business dilemmas. Harnessing the power of expertise and interpersonal connections,

we drive profound consumer insights and elevate client experiences. When you engage our

services, you embark on a journey with seasoned and adept professionals. We prioritize

collaboration with our clients, recognizing the paramount importance of tailoring each project to

their unique requirements. After all, nobody comprehends your customers or community better

than you do. Hence, our team adeptly crafts the right inquiries that resonate with your audience,

ensuring the collection of unparalleled information.
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